DISTILL IT, SID
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In this quiz the answer to each clue is a palindrome; to aid in the solution, word-divisions and all vowels are given. The first letters of all thirteen palindromes will spell out another palindrome when read from top to bottom. Answers are given in Answers and Solutions at the end of the issue.

1. Longshoreman teased the old-timers
   -E-O-E "O-E" -E-
2. In the girls' soccer game, what did Linda have?
   -I- -A -A -I-
3. What was so great about living during the reign of the caliphs?
   A -A-E- E-A, -A!
4. We'll get together at Indianapolis and see how we hit it off
   -EE-, -EE -A- -A-E, E--EE-
5. A. Hitler, nutty as a fruitcake
   I -A-- -A-I
6. Mr. Coward doesn't like Bonaparte
   -OE-, O,A- -A-O-EO-
7. Speaking of lazy, you should see my old man
   A -O-O- -O-O- -A!
8. Do you belong to your own special global group?
   -O, I- U-, U-IO-
9. "Call me frankfurter." "Refer to me as pastrami."
10. Hey, Margaret, we'd better wire ahead
   -A--E, -E- 'S -E-E--A-
11. Incarceration? Not for me, Dad
    A -I-O-7 -O -I-, -A
12. Prevaricator! You said you'd give up those ash-dropping stogies
    -IA! -A-I -I-A --AI-
13. Why did the Arabs want to buy up Des Moines?
    -A- OI-, IO-A!-

Clue to vertical palindrome: Throw all the beasts in the cage!